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SECTION 1

"INTRODUCTION

This Final Technical Report is submitted by the Ordnance Engineer-

ing Division of FMC Corporation in fulfillment of TARADCOM

Contract DAAK30-77-C-0067, Data Item A007. This report covers

the Phase I and Phase II scope of work which included the design,

fabrication, and installation of experimental hardware for a

"-. Variable Fill Fluid Coupling (VFFC) Fan Drive incorporating elec-

"tronic speed control and coolant temperature modulation into the

- Mll3AlEl Test Rig Vehicle as well as dynamometer hot room testing

.- of the VFFC in the vehicle. The MII3AIEl which includes the

X200-3 Transmission, 295 1,1 6V53T Engine, and the Improved Cooling

.* System (ICS)(formerly designated as Advanced Design Cooling System)

was developed under TARADCOM Contract DAAE07-76-C-3269.

This work was performed under the technical direction of the Sys-

- tems Integration Group of the Power Train Function, U.S. Army Tank-

- Automotive Research and Development Command. The technical repre-

sentative was Mr. Cass Grzeskowiak.

IToday's military vehicles are faced with increasingly more stringent

cooling requirements (.6 - .75 TE/GVW at 125°F ambient), and have

greater power to weight ratios for improved automotive performance.

Due to these factors, vehicle cooling systems now require a greater

percentage of the overall installed engine power at the maximum

cooling point, and occupy more space in the power plant compartment.

Operation of this larger cooling system under normal road load/

ambient conditions for a directly coupled fixed ratio fan drive

J system results in considerable loss of power that could otherwise

be utilized for vehicle propulsion. Therefore, it is desirable for

1 these high performance cooling systems to be modulating, that is,
to provide only the required amount of power to the cooling system

to meet the vehicle road load/ambient operating conditions. The

1 power saved would then be available to increase vehicle perfor-

mance capability under normal ambients, and to improve fuel1 -1-
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economy under normal road load/ambient conditions. In addition,

a variable rate (modulating) cooling system provides improved
cold starting capability by minimizing power drag on the engine,

and improved cold weather operation by ensuring proper engine
operating temperature, thereby reducing the problem of overcooling,

incomplete combustion, and injector sticking.

For the VFFC Fan Drive System in the Mll3AlEI vehicle, the cooling
power (fan power) is modulated by controlling the fan speed accord-

ing to engine coolant outlet temperature. That is, as the coolant

temperature rises, the output speed of the VFFC which drives the
fan is increased by increasing the control flow rate supplied to
the VFFC from an Electrical Proportional Flow Control Valve (EPFCV).

The EPFCV in turn is modulated by the Electronic Controller (EC)

according to the engine coolant outlet temperature. This increased

control flow to the VFFC raises the oil level in the unit and there-
fore increases the unit's torque (or speed) capacity. The converse

is true for decreases in coolant temperature. Besides providing

the control for modulating fan speed according to coolant tempera-

ture, the EC limits fan speed (overspeed control) to a preset maxi-
Smum value regardless of engine speed, and reduces control flow to

a preset minimum value during low engine speed operation regardless

of -oolant temperature.

-
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The Variable Fill Fluid Coupling (VFFC) Fan Drive, Figure 1,

with Electronic Controller (EC), Figure 7, is physically com-

patible with the M1l3AlEl Test Rig Vehicle with the Improved

Cooling System (ICS), as shown on Figure 2. The actual vehicle

installations of the VFFC Fan Drive and EC are shown in Figures

3 and 9, respectively. The contract called for a test rig design

*. that makes use of the same basic (8 inch) coupling unit and EC

as developed by FMC during laboratory testing under TARADCOM

Contract DAAE07-75-C-0079. A preliminary FMC study shows that a

smaller diameter, more compact coupling unit, Figure 25, located

at the input of the existing Mll3AIEI fan assembly appears feasi-

ble for production. This design would simplify the belt drive

as well as possibly eliminate the need for a sump pump on the

coupling drain line. Also, a compact, low cost, "tamperproof"

EC will be possible for production.

Hardware was fabricated for two different maximum fan speed

systems (5100 and 5500 rpm); however, due to the X200-3 trans-

mission failure, only the contractually specified 5100 rpm system

could be vehicle hot room dynamometer tested.

Test data for high tractive effort/high ambient operation showed

close correlation with the predicted results as shown on Figure 22.

Note the substantial improvement in cooling system heat rejection

capability for the VFFC Fan Drive at 4970 rpm compared to the

existing fixed ratio fan drive system at 4425 and 4340 rpm.

(YPG data from MII3AIEI Test Rig). This higher fan speed at the

cooling point could be achieved because the overspeed control

* limited the fan speed to the selected 5100 rpm maximum fan speed

regardless of engine speed as shown on Figure 18. Note further

that with the existing fixed drive systeir, the maximum fan speed

-3-
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(power) occurs at the engine governed speed, not at the cooling

point.

The VFFC Fan Drive with EC provided excellent coolant temperature

modulation performance as depicted on Figures 20 and 24. Because

of this modulation capability, the VFFC provided a substantial

reduction in vehicle cooling fan drive power, 58-72%, for the

"" tested normal road load conditions at an 800 P ambient as illus-

"trated on Figure 23. Further reduction in fan power at lower road

loads and/or ambients can be expected.

In addition to coolant temperature modulation and fan overspeed

control, the VFFC Fan Drive with EC automatically throttled the

"control flow to 1.0 gpm at engine speeds below 1020 rpm regardless
of coolant temperature in order to maintain proper transmission

operation at low engine speeds. Control flow would return to

the higher value as demanded by the EC's coolant temperature

modulation circuit whenever the engine speed exceeded 1050 rpm.

In summary, the Variable Fill Fluid Coupling Fan Drive with Elec-
tronic Controller offers the following advantages over the exist-

ing fixed ratio drive:

:[1 Increased cooling capability

"e Improved road load fuel economy at normal ambients

1" • Increased vehicle performance capability at normal ambiens

o Reduced fan noise

o Increased belt life

* Improved cold starting/cold weather operation

o Increased engine life.

1 -4-



SECTION 3

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3.1 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

Coolant temperature is sensed by a thermistor located in the
engine coolant outlet elbow. As the coolant temperature rises

0
* - above 185 F, the Electronic Controller (EC) decreases the
* -voltage signal to the Electrical Proportional Flow Control

Valve (EPFCV). This in turn increases the control flow (charge

rate) to the coupling. Thus, the fluid level in the VFFC and

the fan speed increase until the output flow through the two

fixed sized "bleed-off" orifices (fluid flow restrictors) in

the coupling cover equals the charge rate. (Ref. Figure 4.)

At that time the fill level and fan speed remain constant.

The converse is true for a decrease in coolant temperature.

The EC also provides two other functions. First, it monitors

L fan speed through a magnetic pickup located at the VFFC output

pulley. Whenever the fan speed exceeds a preset value, an

Selectrical signal from the EC causes the EPFCV to decrease the

charge rate to the VFFC until the fan speed equals the set

point value (speed at cooling point). Secondly, the EC

monitors engine speed through another magnetic pickup at the

U VFFC input pulley. If the engine speed is below 1000 rpm, the

EC automatically sets the charge rate to 1.0 gpm by providing

-- full voltage to the EPFCV. This is required since transmission

main and/or lube pressure would drop below Detroit Diesel

Allison's recommended minimum value for low engine speed opera-

tion. It should be noted that the system is "fail safe". That

is, in case of loss of electrical power, the EPFCV provides full

flow to coupling which results in maximum fan speed for a given

engine speed.

'1-5
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3.2 VFFC FAN DRIVE INSTALLATION

"The VFFC (Figure 1) with Electronic Controller was designed to

be installed in the MII3AIEl Test Rig Vehicle with a minimal

number of modifications to the existing power plant compartment

and components. The VFFC is located in the aft starboard part

of the power plant compartment between the engine and muffler

as shown on Figures 2 and 3. The X200-3 transmission lube

system is the pressurized fluid source for the coupling control

flow (charge rate). Oil from the coupling drain line is returned

to the transmission through the aid of a sump pump with this

system. There is no need for a separate reservoir and VFFC

cooling system since the heat generated by the coupling can be

removed through the transmission cooling system. The EC, Figure

7, mounts on the port sponson beside the driver and operates off

the vehicle 28vdc system as shown on Figure 9.

A more detailed explanation of the VFFC fan drive subsystems

and the required minor modification to existing hardware iso provided in the following section.

3.3 VFFC ASSEMBLY

U The VFFC test unit assembly FOM 4811 is shown in cross section

on Figure 4. Note that the magnetic pickups are mounted on

the unit and that both pulleys have been specifically designed

to provide a good sensing surfaces for the pickups, It should

be noted that a covered access opening in the coupling housing

(Cover, Item 41, Figure 4) is provided to permit easy installa-

tion and removal of the fluid flow restrictors in the coupling

cover while VFFC is installed in the vehicle. Also, a manual

lockup provision has been incorporated into the coupling design

in order to provide a "get home" capability in case of loss of

3 control flow (valve failure). This lockup feature is achieved

by placing two shouldered bolts through the clearance holes

I -6-
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Figure 1. VFFC 'rest Unit Assembly
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in the coupling output pulley into the threaded holes in the

input pulley. This effectively pins (locks) the input and

output shaft together as shown on Figure 6.

Figure 5 shows the VFFC unit disassembled. Note that two output

pulleys have been fabricated to facilitate testing of both the

5100 rpm as well as 5500 rpm fan speed systems, however only the

5100 rpm system was tested due to early termination of testing

caused by the transmission problems/failure. It should be noted

that contractually only the 5100 rpm system recuired testing.

3.4 BELT DRIVE

Figure 6 shows the dual powerband belt drive system. The belt

cross section (Gatos 3V-4 strands) is the same as on the present

Mll3AlE1. Note that the existing spring-loaded idler mechanism,

except for new bellcrank, is used; however, new crankshaft and

generator pulleys are required. A fixed idler (not shown),

supported off the coupling unit, is needed to provide proper belt

tensioning of the secondary drive. Figure 3 shows the belt drive

installed in the vehicle.

Belt alignment between the engine and VFFC assembly is accomplished

by loosening the attaching bolts on the slotted support bracket

and sliding the coupling fore or aft as required. The other

SI Ibelt is aligned by moving the fan pulley, the same method as used

on present system.

3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

3.5.1 Electronic Controller (EC)

As shown on Figure 7, the Electronic Controller (EC) FOM 4823, is

an experimental test unit (ETU) with six potentiometers (pots) to

-11
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Figure 7. Electronic Controller Test Unit
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allow for "fine tuning" of the system during vehicle testing.

The parameters that can be varied by those potentiometers are:

e Coolant temperature modulation range (both lower and

upper limits)

* Fan overspeed limit (maximum fan speed)

e Control flow (charge rate) depression limits (engine

speed and charge rate).

Note that there is a protected switch on the side of the ETU so

that power can be cut off in case of an electronic circuitry

failure. This would then cause the EPFCV to be fully open,

thereby providing maximum fan speed for a given engine speed.

Explanation uf the basic EC logic can be found in Section 3.1.

Presently, the EC has been designed to provide the following

performance:

0 Temperature modulation from 185 0 F to 210OF (at 2100 F,

system at full couple/minimum slip)

*• Fan maximum speed at 5100 or 5500 rpm depending on system

being tested

U Control flow throttle to 1.0 gpm below 1000 rpm engine

E eed.

1 After laboratory testing, the six potentiometers were to be

replaced by fixed resistors, and the printed circuit board to be

I Iencapsulated to protect the unit from environmental effects;

however, this was not completed due to early termination of

I ilaboratory testing caused by transmission problems/failure.

"(Refer to Section 5.3.) The pot settings as determined from

testing are:

I'l
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<p
Temperature Fan Speed 1000 rpm

Range-620 Max-290 Level-750

Gain-750 Slope-050 Hysteresis-disconnected
4

It should be noted that the hysteresis pot has been deleted

"because hysteresis adjustment was found not to be required.

A compact low cost "tamper proof" EC will be possible for produc-

tion.

3.5.2. Electrical Installation

The electrical system installation is shown on Figure 8. Note

that the Electronic Controller, FOM 4823, is located on the port

sponson beside the driver and that it obtains its power from the

instrument panel, as shown in Detail H. Figure 9 shows vehicle

installation of the EC. Note also that the wiring for the 24V

electric sump pump was integrated into the EC and accompanying

hardware (magnetic pickups, EPFV, thermistor) wiring harness.

Detail J shows how the thermistor is mounted on the existing

I pengine coolant outlet elbow. It should be noted that the magnetic

pj-:kups are mounted on the VFFC as shown on Figure 4.

[j 3.6 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

1 3.6.1 Electrical Proportional Flow Control Valve (EPFCV)

The performance of the FEMA Electrical Proportional Flow Control

* Valve, P/N 82570, is shown in Figure 10 for various supply

pressures. Transmission operating pressure range is nominally

150-210 psi. Note that the valve is a "fail-safe" design in that

full flow is provided whenever electrical power is lost and that

the minimum flow is 1.0 gpm in order to maintain some minimum air

flow through the power plant compartment under all conditions.

-1 -
:1
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The valve is located on the forward side of the coupling assembly

as shown on Figure 11. The drainline oil from the valve, approxi-

mately .3 gpm under all conditions, is returned to the coupling

housing to provide additional lubrication for the input shaft

bearings.

3.6.2 Sump Pum

A sump pump, P/N 10946835, currently used on Mll3A1 coolant heater

kit, is required since the coupling housing will not gravity drain

under all vehicle slope conditions due to the relatively high

return port provided in the transmission. The power loss due to

the coupling halves spinning in an external oil bath would be

high. The sump pump is located on the aft portion of the star-

board box beam in the power plant compartment, as shown in

Figure 11.

3.6.3 Hydraulic Installation

The hydraulic system inctallation is depicted, Figure 11. Note

Sthat the pressurized fluid source for the coupling is the

transmission lube system. Even though the control valve will be

[] receiving filtered transmission oil, a secondary 70 micron in-

line filter at the valve inlet port has been provided in case of

I! a transmission filter failure (filter blown) or foreign material

from connecting line. It should be noted that in the new X200-3

units, S/N's 8, 9, 10, the transmission design has been revised

Ii to prevent filter rupture by providing a flow bypass if pressure

is too great. As requested by Detroit Diesel Allison, oil from

the coupling drain is returned via the sump pump through a 70

micron filter to the transmission left brake adjusting cover.

Because of the relatively low heat generation from the VFFC, the

transmission cooling system can handle the added heat load, thus

eliminating tht need for a separate VFFC cooling system.
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3.7 TRANSMISSION

The X200-3 transmission, S/N 5, has been provided with a wider

gear (1.125 inch) lube pump. Detroit Diesel Allison has approved

a 4.5 gpni maximum coupling flow requirement for engine speeds

greater than 1000 rpm and a 1.0 gpm maximum for speeds less

than 1000 rpm.

4 1The following minor transmission modifications were required:

e Existing .35 NPT filter out boss reworked to SAE

J514 (MS16142) boss for 1/2-inch OD tube (coupling

supply port)

Sa Boss on existing transmission left brake adjusting

cover, P/N 80212 4174580 modified to .56 inch height

as specified by FMC on FOM 4905 (coupling return port).

3.8 HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS

The VFFC Fan Drive was designed with only minor changes to the

I existing M1I3AlEl Test Rig power plant compartment and components

as shown on Figure 2. Besides minor reworking of coolant lines,

the only other required change was the relocation of the engine

intake air duct due to iLs interference with the VFFC assembly.

This necessitated reworking the rear bulkhead access opening and

stiffener as shown on Figure 2 as well as fabricating a new lower

power plant access cover and center support for the access covers

as shown on Figure 12. Also, the rear bulkhead stiffener above

the starboard sponson was redesigned to provide belt clearance,

and the fan pulley access opening enlarged to permit installation/
removal of the pulley as shown on Fiqure 12. The existing air

cleaner intake plenum has to be modified to accommodate the new

lower air inlet opening from the personnel compartment.

1 -22-
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SECTION 4

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE

4.1 VEHICLE COOLING

Hardware has been fabricated for two different maximum fan speed

systems (5100 and 5500 rpm). Figure 13 shows the predicted

cooling system performance with the VFFC Fan Drive for various
- GVW's and final drive ratios. Note the substantial cooling

improvement shown predicted for the VFFC at the 4725, 5115 and

5500 fan rpm compared to the existing fixed drive system (YPG
data from MII3AlEl Test Rig) at 4425 and 4340 rpm. These higher

fan speeds at the cooling point can be achieved since the
overspeed control limits the fan to those selected maximum speeds

regardless of engine speed as shown on Figure 14. Note further

that with the existing fixed drive system, the maximum fan speed

(power) occurs at engine governed speed and not at the cooling

point.
4.2 VFFC TEMPERATURE MODULATION

The VFFC Fan Drive modulation characteristics for the 5100 rpm

system are shown on Figure 15. The 5500 rpm system has similar

characteristics. The 2100 upper limit is considered a maximum

for good engine life. The lower limit relates to the engine

thermostat rating. Note that for engine speeds greater than

1000 rpm the ratio betwPen maximum to minimum fan speed is

approximately 4:1 which results in significant power savings.

A minimum fan speed, at engine idle, has been maintained in order

to provide a minimum airflow to (1) flush out the power plant

compartment of toxic fumes (exhaust and CBR), (2) provide

* acceptable compartment air temperature, and (3) maintain a

negative power plant compartment.

, .- -24-
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Predicted
M1 13A1E1 Cooling System Performance

with
Variable Fill Fluid Coupling Fan Drive

FOM4599 for
125°F Ambient
295 HP Engine ¶

245 Fan FOM4079-2S~245

240 /; /
LL

0

LU 235 /

0I. t.00 COOLANT_8 230 TEMPERATURE LIMIT

0

225

C -.

M113A1EI Test Rig
*- FAN SPEED@Q

220 Cooling Point

215 1L I IGVWIF.D. RATIO
50 50.600 .650 .700 .75U - 24,600/3.83

.463 .5509.5 .601 .647 .694 -~26,600/3.93

.474 .521 .568 .61. .663 .710 28,500/4.31

.450 .495 .540 .585 .630 .674 - 30,000/4.31

.403 .443 .484 .524 .564 .604 - 33,500/4.31

TE/GVW

Figure 13
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Predicted Temperature
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4.3 VFFC COOLING

The heat generated by the VFFC during vehicle full load cooling

S•-is approximately 3.5 hp for the 5500 rpm system and 2.2 hp for

the 5100 rpm drive. This heat load can easily be handled by

L• the transmission cooling system.

The maximum VFFC cooling heat load occurs at 33% slip and 2800

engine rpm (refer to TACOM Report 12213, Figure 4-8). The heat

dissipated by the unit at those conditions is approximately 18

hp for the 5500 rpm drive and 13.5 hp for the 5100 rpm system.

The temperatu.Le rise in the coupling under the above condition
00

would be 70 F and 50°F respectively. However, since this maximum

heat load would only occur at relatively low transmission operat-

ing temperatures the VFFC return oil temperature should present

no problems.

4.4 ORIFICE SIZE

The orifice (flow restrictor) size has been calculated to provide

full couple at 2300 engine rpm with a 3.50 gpm control flow rate

(charge rate). This permits full couple up to 2500 engine rpm

since the maximum charge rate is 4.0 gpm.
ti

L As shown on Figure 14, for engine speeds greater than 2500 rpm

the coupling has an "inherent overspeed capability" in that it

begins to empty itself since the output flow (bleed-off rate)

through the flow restrictors in the cover exceeds the charge

rate. This condition continues until the fill level reduces

enough to cause the bleed rate to equal the charge rate. Thus a

* reduction in VFFC output speed occurs.

Figure 16 is a copy of the orifice sizing calculation based on

* the test data obtained during TARADCOM Contract DAAE07-75-C-0079.
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ORIFICE SIZING

rr

rb

r0

•• _ ____ _ _._ _ _ 1,
SPEED RATIO (ENGINE TO COUPLING) 8.5:5.0

ENGINE SPEED: NE

FLOW OUT OF COUPLING: Q 3.5 GPM (2 ORIFICES)

COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE FOR ORIFICE: CD 0.66 (See page 2)

CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF ORIFICE: A iTd2

* U 4
INPUT SPEED: NI (8.5/5) (NE)

PRESSURE AT ORIFICE INLET (rb):

A Pb 1.419 x 10-5 PNI 2 (rb 2 - r 2)

DIAMETER OF ORIFICE: d (2 ORIFICES)

Q QCDA AP 2

where CD = DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT

Figure 16, Sheet 1 of 3
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1) COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE: (FROM FMC TEST DATA)

INPUT SPEED = 4200 RPM

I. FLOW (2 ORIFICES) = 4.7 GPM

DENSITY OF SAL 10 WT. @ 1500F = 6.93 LB/GAL

V ORIFICE SIZE: #41 DRILL = .096 IN.

AP = 1.419 x 10-5 P N2 (rb 2  r02

(1.419 x 10-5)( 6.93 (4200)2 542)

AP = 122.33 PSI

A\ F.2g

4(2.35)(231) -

0(.O96) 2  122.3 2 32 12 .3600
L. v 6.93/231

U CD 0.71

ORIFICE SIZE: #44 DRILL = .086 IN.

FLOW (2 ORIFICES) = 3.8 GPM

INPUT SPEED = 4800 RPM

AP= 1.419 x 10- .2----(4800)(4. - 1.542

"AP 159.77 PSI

CD =4(1.9)(231)-- ~CD .

.086) 159.772 12 3600
S. V6.-93/2-31

I CD 0.62

:.%AVERAGE C FOR THIS ORIFICE SIZE RANGE: CD 0.66

Figure 16, Sheet 2 of 3
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L1 • 2) ORIFICE SIZE PREDICTION FOR VFFC IN Ml13AIEI

DESIGN PARAMETERS

SPEED RATIO = 8.5:5.0

SNE ' 2300 RPM

Q = 3.5 GPM (2 ORIFICES)

CD -= .66

P = 6.61 LB/GAL @ 250 0 F - .0286 LB/IN. 3

rb = 4.32 IN.

r = 1.54 IN.

APb = 1.419 x 10o. (.0286)( . 230)2(4.322 - 1.542)

AP bo 101.07 PSI

- SOLVING FOR SINGLE ORIFICE DIAMETER:

d : 4(l.75)231v//Ol.07

.66) 2. 12 *32 3600

L d .089 IN. (SINGLE ORIFICE DIA.)

I ---DRILL #43

{i1

Figure 16, Sheet 3 of 3
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SECTION 5

LABORATORY TESTING IN VEHICLE

5.1 INTRODUCTION/BASIC TEST SETUP

As specified in the contract, the Variable Fill Fluid Coupling Fan

Drive with Electronic Controller installed in the Mll3AlE1 Test

Rig Vehicle was dynamometer hot room tested as shown on Figure 17.
I For all tests the vehicle cooling system consisted of the Young

Radiator FOM 4070-2 and the FMC Fan 4197073-2 with the Sunstrand
Support 12253583. The basic operation of the VFFC Fan Drive has

been defined. The coolant temperature modulation characteristics,

the speed limiting capability, vehicle high load/high ambient cool-

ing performance, etc., were determined. Results of the testing

"w ill be discussed in detail in Section 5.2.

The following primary variables were monitored and/or recorded:

* Coupling Input and Output RPM

. Coupling Inlet and Outlet Oil Temperature

* Control Valve Flow and Supply Pressure

- * Control Voltage

o Engine RPM
t. *•e Engine Outlet Coolant Temperature

e Tiansmission Outlet Oil Temperature

e Transmission Output RPM and Torque

- Ambient Temperature.

"- Due to the transmission problems/failures (refer to Section 5.3),

"dynamometer hot room operation was fore shortened, which prevented

testing of the high speed drive system (5500 rpm). It should be

-. noted that contractually FMC was required only to evaluate (test)i

the 5100 rpm system. The results of which will be reported in the

I 1following sections. No further testing is planned because all

contractually specified tests (except for Electronic Controller

I encapsulation/recheck) have been accomplished, and the basic

1 -32-,!
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operation of the VFFC Pan Drive defined. It should be noted that

encapsulation should not affect system performance or operational

"integrity. Additional runs of certain contractually specified

tests would have been performed had the transmission not failed.

FMC feels that the data taken in "converter operation" (lockup

clutch disengaged) for the road load/normal ambient cooling runs

"is probably valid since a full load converter stall check performed

just prior to the final transmission teardown was measured at

2550-2630 engine rpm compared to a value of 2580-2600 engine rpm

recorded on 23 November 78 prior to the initial transmission

failure. Further substantiation will be provided should DDAD

teardown inspection show po major problem with the range clutches.

5.2 TEST DESCRIPTION/RESULTS

The following sections provide a detailed explanation of the tests

performed and the results obtained.

5.2.1 Reduced Control Flow Below 1000 Engine RPM

L, While operating at various combinations of coolant temperature and

engine speeds greater than 1500 rpm, the engine speed was rapidly

ii reduced to below 1000 rpm, and at 1020 rpm the control flow (charge

rate) would automatically be throttled regardless of coolant tern-

perature Lo 1.0 gpm for control valve supply pressures in the

120-160 psi range (in lockup) and to 1.4 gpm for high pressures in

the 280-320 psi bracket (in neutral). This is approximately equal

to flDAD desired 1.0 gpm maximum limit at low engine speeds. Note

"that the 1.0 gpm limit is met when the supply pressures are the

lowest which is the more critical transmission operating condition.

This feature of the control valve has been discussed with FEMA who

feel that with a slight redesign of the pilot stage the minimum

flow could be made constant (approximately 1.0 gpm) for all supply

pressures should it be required by DDAD. Control flow would

1 -34-



return to the higher value as demanded by the electronic control-

ler's coolant temperature modulation circuit whenever the engine

speed exceeded 1050 rpm.

5.2.2 Orifice Sizing

Three orifice sizes (diameters) were investigated. The first ori-

fice (.089) resulted in excessive slip (7.5%) at the cooling point

since the maximum control flow was not adequate to maintain the

coupling at a full level. The second orifice size (.0855) permit-

ted full couple (5.6% slip) at the cooling point; however, the fan

speed became zero at low control flows (1.3 gpm or less). The ori-

fice size was then further reduced (.082) which maintained minimum

slip (5.6%) at the cooling point and resulted in no loss of fan

speed when the flow was at 1.0 gpm or higher for nearly all operat-

ing conditions. Lockup operation at 2800 engine rpm at low control

flows was the only condition not tested due to premature transmis-

sion failure.

Since the original YUMA Electrical Proportional Flow Control Valve

S(1PFCV) (Valve A) was designed for a 0.5 gpm minimum flow at maxi-

mum voltage, a second valve (Valve B) to provide the desired 1.0

H gpm minimum flow was ordered and successfully system tested.

Refer to Section 3.6.1 for performance curve.

hi Note that a further reduction in orifice size in order to maintain

fan rotation at flows lower than 1.0 gpm would result in narrowing

the control flow modulation range (increase coupling sensitivity

to flow) since this would lower the minimum flow rate required to

provide full couple at the cooling point. Also, this would in-

"- crease the temperature rise through the coupling which could result

.- in excessive oil temperatures and reduced oil life.

.1 -35-



I ". 5.2.3 Maximum Fan Speed With and Without Overspeed Control

Proper operation of the electronic overspeed control circuit as

shown on Figure 18 was demonstrated by increasing the engine speed

above 2300 rpm with the coolant temperature approximately 2150F

"and observing that the fan speed maintained the 53100 rpm set point

value (maximum fan speed limit) after momentarily oscillating about

the set point valve. A momentary (1-2 sec) maximum overshoot of

approximately 900 rpm fan speed with an undershoot of 1300 rpm

and a settling time of between 15-25 seconds was observed when

the engine speed was rapidly increased from 2300 to 2800 rpm. It

was observed that the smaller the step increase in engine speed

above 2300 rpm and/or the slower the rate of increase in engine

speed, the lesser the overshoot and the faster the settling time.

Testing at other controller settings was performed. The magnitude

and duration of the overshoot was greater with approximately the

same settling time; however, the amount of undershoot was less.

1. The transmission failure prevented the planned test of different

values for the overspeed control circuit time constant which

probably would have reduced the amount of undershoot and shortened

the settling time.

The orifice size was selected to provide full couple (minimum

slip) up to 2500 engine rpm (cooling point at 2300 engine rpm)

* Lwith zero voltage to flow control valve (maximum oil flow). Thus,

at engine speeds greater than 2500 rom, the coupling has an

Sinherent (built-in) overspeed capability due to the fact that the

maximum control flow (charge rate) is not sufficient to maintain

the coupling at a full level which results in additional slip as

the fill level is reduced. (Refer to Section 4.4.) Figure 19

presents engine speed versus fan speed for a maximum charge rate

of approximately 3.80 gpm to the fluid coupling with the

transmission operating in first converter which verifies the

inherent overspeed capability. It should be noiLwd that a more

"pronounced "rollover" at high engine speeds would occur if
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Inherent Overspeed Capability
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VFFC Fan Drive
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Figure 19
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transmission were in lockup mode since the supply pressure and

in turn the maximum control flow would be lower. In case of

vehicle electrical system failure, this inherent overspeed

iaature of the coupling provides for lower maximum fan speeds,

thus reducing fan noise and increasing belt life.

5.2.4 Coolant Temperature Modulation

Figure 20 illustrates the near straight line modulation that results
--. in the 190-210°F coolant temperature range for the VFFC Fan Drive

with Electronic Controller for engine speeds of 2300 and 2750 rpm.

Note that the fan overspeed circuit limited the maximum fan speed

to the 5100 rpm design value at 2750 engine rpm. Figure 21 is

provided only as a reference to demonstrate the trend of operation

at lower engine speeds. It was generated with valve A and slightly

different controller settings.

A flow of approximately 3.45 gpm was required to provide full

couple (minimum slip) at 2300 engine rpm. Also, the flow at 190°F

is approximately 2.20 gpm. Further modulation down to 180 F was

SL r attempted; however, stabilization of coolant temperatures was not

possible for engine speeds greater than 2300 rpm.

Li Figures 20 and 21 were generated with the transmission in first

converter. Since valve performance is somewhat dependent on supply

pressure, modulation performance would probably vary slightly for
lockup operation. Further testing in lockurp was scheduled but due

to transmission failure, it was not performed.

A characteristic of the coupling observed during testincg was

cycling of the coupling output speed at low fill levels. The

-. period of oscillation was approximately 2-3 seconds with the change

in fan speed of plus or minus 300 rpm, i.e., fan speed cycled

between 1150 and 1700 rpm at a 1.85 gpm flow rate at engine speed

of 2130 rpm. For this example, a stabilized fan speed was reached

l -39-
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Fan Sped vs Coolant Temperature
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L!AJ
as soon as flow reached 2.0 gpm. Thus, data indicates an instabil-

ity in the fluid coupling exists when slip is between 55 and 65%.J This same instability was observed during testing performed under

TARADCOM Contract DAAE07-75-C-0079 (Variable Rate Cooling) for the

:1 relieved vane coupling configuration. As reported in that contract,

this cycling could be eliminated if vanes are not relieved. How-

1• ever, due to assembly constraints of this design and space limita-

1L tions, a non-relieved coupling configuration could not be incorpor-

ated. In addition due to the fact that the engine speed is con-

stantly changing under normal vehicle operation, it was felt that

this cycling would not occur often or would not be objectional dur-

ing actual vehicle operation. Field testing should verify this.

"5.2.5 High Tractive Effort/High Ambient Cooling

Test data shows close correlation with predicted results as shown

on Figure 22. As can be seen the VFFC Fan Drive provides a sub-

stantial increase in vehicle cooling capability (.525 to .65 TE/GVW).

It should be noted that the measured 2270 rpm engine speed at the

"cooling point is lower than the predicted 2350 rpm which accounts for
the fan speed to be nearly 100 rpm less than the 5100 rpm design

point value. The 5.6% slip is as predicted for the coupling.

[. 5.2.6 Road Load/Normal Ambient Coolinj

As illustrated on Figure 23, the VFFC Fan Drive with Electronic

Controller provides a substantial reduction in vehicle cooling fan

drive power (58-72%) for the various road load conditions tested at

80aF ambient. Further reduction in fan power at lower road loads

and/or ambients can be expected. Figure 24 depiects how fan speed

and coolant temperature varies with ambient temperature for a given

road load condition. Note that since fan speed increases with am-

bient, the coolant temperature remains more constant instead of in-

creasing degree for degree with ambient temperature. This should

improve engine life. As can be seen from Figures 23 and 24, the

temperature modulation capability of the VFFC Fan Drive with EC has

successfully been demonstrated.
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I It should be noted that tests were performed for other road load

conditions with the transmission in lockup; however, data was

omitted due to excessive slip in the transmission which appears

to be due to lockup clutch failure. (Refer to Sections 5.1 and 5.3).

5.2.7 VFFC Fan Drive Cooling

During testing it was observed that the temperature rise through

the coupling was excessive. In order to further understand this

problem, the input and output VFFC pulleys were pinned together

"through the use of the manual lockup provision discussed in

"Section 3.3. It was found that the temperature rise was 20-30OF

depending on engine rpm (the faster the rpm, the greater the

rise). This indicates that the oil is being captured in the

coupling housing and churned by the rotating coupling assembly.

After studying the housing drain, FMC feels that an improved

design to reduce the housing drain restriction to the discharging

oil would eliminate this problem.

5.3 Equipment Failures

Vehicle operation was disrupted or delayed during testing due to

the following:

* Failed vehicle batteries caused fluctuatinq supply voltage

to the Electronic Controller, resulting in erratic

Controller operation.

* Deteriorated fuel line between fuel tank and engine

compartment bulkhead resulted in low engine power due to
low rail pressure. AlLo, the -6 line between the engine

and bulkhead was replaced with a -8 line which increased

the fuel rail pressure by 5-1.0 psi. (DDAD field service

handbook recommends a -8 line).

e Fluid coupling magnetic pickup failed (case cracked at

root of threads) due to overtorqueing. The magnetic
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pickup, Airpax Model 1-0294, is relatively fragile; a

- more durable model is recommended with an MS electrical

connector.

Transmission failure occurred twice. The second failure

caused termination of all hot room dynamometer testing.

The initial transmission failure was during first converter

operation under high load. Teardown inspection revealed that the

range output driven gear fractured through the webs, causing

; 41 separation from hub. Additional damage to several other gears

and shafts resulted. The damaged transmission parts were replaced

j and the transmission reinstalled in the vehicle.

* The second transmission failure (excessive slip) was discovered

during lockup operation at road loads. Transmission teardown was

preceded by three clogged transmission oil filters in less than
40 hours of operation time. The first transmission filter col-

lapsed, sending contaminated oil to the transmission and fluid
SI coupling. After the first transmission oil filter failure,

pressure drop across the filter was monitored. The following

"two filters were replaced when pressure drop across the filter

reached 50 psig.

Teardown of the lockup clutch and converter housing revealed

the following:

E Excessive foreign material in the lockup cover assembly

Lockup clutch plate shows loss of clutch plate material

at inside diameter. No apparent surface wear.

0 Lockup clutch piston seal shows foreign material build-up.

* Cracked outer race of the converter double row ball

i bearing and loss of ball separator.

* Converter pump surfaces excessively worn by material pass-
ing between it and the adjacent surfaces of the turbine

which were also worn.
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SECTION 6

PRODUCTION TYPE VFFC FAN DRIVE DESIGN

"* As shown in Figure 25, a smaller diameter, more compact coupling

"unit, located at the input of the existing MlI3AlEl fan assembly

(with modified fan support) appears feasible for a production

configuration based on preliminary studies conducted by FMC.

This design would considerably simplify the belt drive since it

consists of a single 4-groove powerband belt (possibly the exist-

ing Mll3AlEl belt). Because of the relatively high location in

the vehicle with respect to the transmission, it appears that

the need for a sump pump on the coupling drain line could possibly

"* be eliminated. Further work needs to be performed to completely

design/evaluate this compact coupling unit arrangement and the

corresponding vehicle installation.
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